An integrated computational and experimental model of nitric oxide-red blood cell interactions.
In blood vessels, nitric oxide homeostasis is maintained by its formation by endothelial nitric oxide synthase and its consumption in smooth muscle cells and in vascular lumen by red blood cell (RBC) encapsulated hemoglobin (Hb). Free hemoglobin has a very high reaction rate (k(Hb-NO) approximately 10(7) M(-1) s(-1)) with NO as compared to RBC-Hb. Mechanisms of reduced NO uptake by RBC-Hb has been extensively studied in recent years. A critical factor in the investigation of NO-RBC interactions is delivery of NO. Common NO delivery methods include use of NO donors and bolus saturated NO solutions, which delivers NO homogeneously and only in the vicinity of bolus, respectively. In this study, we developed a flow system that uses gaseous delivery of NO through a polymeric semi-permeable membrane to obtain precise and uniform NO concentrations for NO-RBC interactions. We conducted experiments using the flow system to study the effect of NO concentrations, hematocrit and RBC suspension flow rates on NO-RBC interactions. We developed a computational model to simulate NO transport and to estimate the reaction rate constant for NO-RBC interaction in the flow system. Our results showed that NO consumption of RBCs (i) increased linearly with an increase in available NO, and (ii) decreased with increase in RBCs suspension flow rate. We estimated the reaction rate constant for NO-RBC interactions to be 0.2 x 10(5) M(-1) s(-1) which is approximately 1250-fold lower than NO consumption by free hemoglobin and approximately 2.5-20 fold slower than reported NO-RBC reaction rate.